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FOREWORD

The question of the dynamic behaviour of a reactor subjected to a

highly supercritical condition has had special interest for reactor physi-

cists because of the reactor safety implications involvedo The large amount

of experimental and theoretical work done during the past dozen years or sc

to understand fast transient behaviour and the inherent safety characteristics

of reactors has not only helped to ease the concern of reactor designers

about the consequences of a prompt critical excursion, but, by demonstrating

the feasibility of operating certain types of reactors in a pulsed fashion

has led to the development of an extremely useful research tool.

Pulsed research reactors of a number of different kinds are in

operation, while newer, higher performance systems are presently being

designed and constructed. Such devices are being used more and more for

research in physics, chemistry and reactor engineering, and with the advent

of the newer machines, new research areas will become accessible.

Because of the rapidly growing interest in the utilization of pulsed

reactors for research, the IAEA convened a panel of experts in this field to

review recent progress in the design and application of pulsed reactors~ to

consider the problems of converting an existing pool type research reactor to

a pulsing typeS and to consider future potentialitieso The panel met in

Vienna from 17 to 21 May 19650 This report of the panel summarizes the

discussions.
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I INTRODUCTION

The availability of a device for generating either single or repetitive

bursts of neutrons can be the basis for a wide variety of experimental

investigations in fundamental and applied research. the extensive application

of time-of-flight methods in the field of neutron physics is, of c ourse,

illustrative of this. Another example is found in the study of transient

thermal processes in reactor fuel materials, where the requirement for an

effectively instantaneous heat input of given intensity at selected regions

of the fuel specimen can be adequately satisfied by a neutron pulse whose

width is comparable to tho characteristic relaxation time of the effect under

study.

Methods used to generate such pulses of neutrons include the use of high

flux beams in combination with choppers; the use of accelerators with a target

appropriate to the (pn), (d,n), (a,n), or '(y,n)' reaction desireed; the use of

pulsed reactors designed either for repetitive or single pulsing; and the use

of accelerators-in combination with pulsed reactors.

Over the past two decades the feasibility of reactor pulsing has been

extensively demonstrated for a number of fast and thermal reactor types.

?ast reactors used in pulsing experiments include the early Dragon assembly (1),

the GODIVA and GODIVA-derived fast burst reactors (2-4), as well as the unique

IBR repetitively-pulsed reactor facility (5). Experximents on hydrogen- or

graphite-moderated thermal systems include the BORAX (6), SPERT (7), and

CABRI (8) tests of plate--and rod-type cores; the KES'B (9) fuel solution

reactors; the TRIGA ZrF-moderated reactors (10) and the graphites-moderated

TREAT (11,12) and IGR (13) reactors. A review of a number of these was give'

by MoReynolds in 1960 (14)-.' Since then there has been a rapid development not

only in the design and pulsing capability of such mabhines, but also in their

utilization for research purposes. The purpose of the present Panel was to

make an overall survey of these developments ,particularly those relating to

current and potential applications in reactor technology, physics, and,

chrem.istry. 
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II, PULSED REACTOR TYPES

A. General

A survey of pulsed reactors in operation or under development shows a

wide variety of designs and pulsing characteristics, making classification

difficult. Pulsed reactors differ in spectral characteristics, mode of

operation, core size, pulse frequency, pulse width, etc. In addition, reactors

may be pulsed by stepwise changes in reactivity, by injections of bursts of

neutrons from an accelerator target, or by combinations of the two. The

discussions which follow are devoted primarily to reactivity-pulsed systems.

From either a designer's or a user's point of view, one can consider

reactivity-pulsed reactors to fall into two basic classes: those which are

singly pulsed and those which are repetitively pulsed. Singly-pulsed reactors

undergo a single power excursion and then are shut down, the power excursion

being initiated by a (generally, superprompt-critical) stepwise injection of

reactivity and controlled by the various energy-dependent shutdown mechanisms

inherent in the design of a given type of reactor. This mode of operation

contrasts with that in repetitively-pulsed systems, where use is made of a

high-frequency reactivity modulator, generally in the form of a high-speed

wheel device that moves fuel or reflector material in and out of the reactor.

Reactors of the first class, nominally pulsed once per experiment, can

be used especially in studies of transient phenomena and damage effects in

materials subjected to sudden, high-energy density inputs, and in studies

involving formation of nuclides with relatively short half-lives of the order

of 1 sec or less. Existing reactors in this group include both thermal and

fast reactor types, the characteristic large difference in prompt neutron

lifetime inherent between thermal and fast reactors being reflected in the

difference in the time scales of the power bursts obtained from each type.

Reactors of the second class generate a continuous series of high-

intensity neutron pulses which are particularly suitable for time-of-flight

experiments. The narrow pulse width requirements associated with time-of-

flight methods imply the use of pulsed reactors with short prompt neutron

lifetimes, which means fast neutron reactors.
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Advanced repetitively-pulsed "booster" systems presently under study

involve the use of accelerator-produced bursts of neutrons which can impinge

either on an ordinary subcritical fast assembly or on an adequately phased

reactivity-modulated fast reactor. Another advanced concept under study is

the Intense Neutron Generator (IN-G) (15), which depends for its operation on

the spallation of large numbers of neutrons from a molten, heavy metal target

by pulses of 1 BeV protons from a stabilized orbit cyclotron (SOC) machine.

In the following sections a brief discussion is given of some design

features and pulsing capabilities of representative pulsed reactors which

are in operation or have been designed. Complete details of the design and

operation of such reactors are to be found in the literature and cannot be

included here. No comprehensive coverage of individual facilities is

attempted, nor could all :existing reactor types be equally covered by the

Panel. Four groups of reactivity-pulsed reactors are considereds the

hydrogen-moderated, graphite-moderated and fast-neutron singly-pulsed groups,

and the fast-neutron repetitively-pulsed group.

B. Hydrogen-Moderated Singly-Pulsed Reactors

.1. Types

There are a number of different types of hydrogen-moderated reactors

which have been pulsed. In most of these, the hydrogen moderator is in the

form of light water; in one, however, neutron moderation is provided by both

water and a solid hydrogenous fuel material consisting of 20% enriched

uranium-zirconium hydride. Reactor types and representative examples included

in the hydrogen-moderator category ares

(a) Aqueous fuel solution

(KEWB (9))

(b) -Plate-type, highly-enriched U-A1 alloy fuel

(SPERT-D (16) and CABRI, (8))

(c) Rod-types slightly-enriched UO2 fuel

(SPERT Oxide (17,18,19), PULSTAR (20,21,22) and SPERT CDC, (23))

(d) Rod-type, U--ZrH fuel ,

(TRIGA (10, 24, 25))

The reader is referred ,tp the bibliography for details of the design and

operation of each type,
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2, Kinetics and Shutdown M.echanisms

It has been pbinted out that the self-limiting excursion behaviour of

hydrogen-moderated reactors (a's well as the graphite-moderated and fast burst

reactors) can all be pretty well described qualitatively using the well-

known linear energy model (26). This rather simple model assumes a prompt

negative reactivity feedback proportional to the time-integrated power or

energy, '(t), so that the kinetics equation for the prompt-approximation case

can be written as

'^dnt+Q= ao - b E(t)

dt

where a is the initial reciprocal reactor period and the constant b is
0

proportional to an energy-independent reactivity coefficient, the nature of

which is characterized by the particular shutdown mechanisms of each reactor

type. This model yields the symmetrical power burst

(t') = 2 m cosh1 (at'/2)

where the peak power 0 (t' = o) and total pulse energy release Et depend on

the reciprocal period and shutdown coefficient in accordance with

= a2(2b)-1 and , = 2oc b , and where the pulse width at half maximum is^m o t- o t -

equal to about 3.5 a 

The various hydrogen-moderated pulsed reactors differ principally in the

fuel forms and shutdown mechanisms. Since hydrogen moderator in some form

or other is common to all these reactors, all exhibit relatively long prompt

lifetimes (compared to fast burst reactors) of the order of tens of micro-

seconds, with burst widths of from a few milliseconds to tens of milliseconds.

Thus, for example, assuming a prompt reactivity insertion of about one dollar,

the plate-type CABRI reactor, with its prompt neutron lifetime of about

50 microsec, can be expected to attain an initial reactor period of about

7 msec and a burst width of roughly 22 msec.

The following briefly summarizes the principal shutdown mechanisms for

the different hydrogen-moderated pulsed reactor types.

(a) Aqueous fuel solution reactors: In this case, shutdown is principally

due to void formation and thermal expansion of the fuel solution. Large
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volumes of radiolytic gases and steam are produced without significant time

delay since the fission fragment energy is rapidly dissipated .in the-, so.lutiol,

An additional prompt contribution to the shutdown arises as a result of an

increase in thermal neutron energies as the moderator is heated. For large

reactivity inseltions, transient pressures associated with rapidgas

production give rise to ejection of the fuel solution from the reactor

vessel, providing an additional contribution to shutdown.

(b) U-A1 plate-type reactorss For undermoderated systems, shutdown is

by the expulsion of thewater from the core as a result of thermal expansion

of the fuel plates, expansion of the water, and formation of voids by steam

or radiolytic gas. For short-period excursions of light water systems in the

period region below roughly 20 msec (depending on the thermal time constant of

the fuel element), steam formation becomes the most important shutdown

mechanism.

(c) UO2-fuelled, rod-type reactor.s For short-period excursions, these

reactors rely principally on the Doppler broadening of the 238 U resonances

accompanying a temperature rise in the fuel. Because of the long thermal

time constant of UO2 fuel rods (long compared to that associated with typical

uranium-metal alloy fuel plates), there is very little contribution from

moderator expulsion effects for pulses where the period is short compared to

the 'thermal time constant. No appreciable transient pressures are generated

in short-period tests of rod-type reactors, which is in contrast to the

situation for plate-type and fuel-solution reactors.

(d) U-ZrHI reactorg In this case, shutdown is principally due to the

shift of the thermal neutron spectrum toward higher energies as the zirconium

hydride moderator is heated by direct interaction with the fission fragments.

The increase in neutron mean free path as the neutron spectrum hardens results

in increased loss of neutrons by absorption in the coolant water and by

leakage. The resulting negative temperature coefficient of the TRIGA reactor

is due almost entirely to the prompt heating of the U-ZrH fuel, with

essentially no contribution obtained from water moderator heating either for

long- or short-period excursions.
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5. Pulse Parameters

Table 1 lists pulse characteristics of some representative hydrogen-

moderated pulse reactors. Table 2 presents some design data for three

"annular" reactors, in which the central cavity can in principle be designed

to operate as a water-filled, thermal neutron "flux trap", or as a dry hole to

maximize the fast neutron flux. The TRIGA/ACPR is specifically designed to

operate with a dry cavity.

The data provided in Tables 1 and 2 are illustrative of the individual

reactors themselves, and clearly cannot provide the basis for a meaningful

comparison between the various types. Some of the reactor facilities

mentioned have been built to satisfy very specific test purposes (e.g. the

SPERT and CABRI reactor safety programmes), and have not necessarily been

optimized in their design to achieve the best pulsing performance. 'Also, the

design characteristics of a particular pulsed reactor type will depend

considerably on the intended utilization of the facility, and even in the

case of a reactor already built, its pulsing characteristics can often be

significantly modified so as to better fulfil the particular needs of an

experiment (e.g., pulse shaping by programmed control rod movements, variation

of shutdown coefficients, etc.). Further, a direct comparison of reactor

parameters between one, reactor type and another may not be of significance.

For example, power level and energy release in a pulse depend on the size of

the core. Pulsed reactors with central irradiation cavities (Table 2) tend

to be larger than the compact cores (Table 1) so that the peak powers are

correspondingly higher. Since the neutron flux per unit power varies with

the reactor design, the flux and integrated flux are more pertinent

parameters to use for comparison than, say, the peak power and energy release

in a pulse. 'Even here, however, data on flux in the core may not be of

significance, since in some reactor designs flux trap configurations are

incorporated which lead to a significant peaking of the unperturbed thermal

neutron flux. From the user's point of -Tiew, such quantities as power level,

energy release, neutron flux, etc., that relate to the driver coreare of

incidental importance; more to the point, for example, are the magnitude and

spectral character of the neutron flux and integrated flux that is actually
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available in the experimental test space, taking into account the size of the

test space as well as the perturbation in flux caused by the presence of

capsule equipment, fuel sample and moderating material. Unfortunately, such

numbers for operating reactors are not readily available, depending as they

do on the particular experiment to be performed.

4. Safety and Present State of thert

The principal potential hazard associated with watercooled pulsed

reactors is violation of the fuel cladding, with the possibility of obtaining

transient pressures of a destructive magnitude and a subsequent dispersal

of fission products (the latter consideration assuming added importance for

the case where the pulsed reactor is to be operated at a high steady-state

power level prior to pulsing, as is planned, for example, for the PBF reactor).

The limitations associated with this potential hazard are imposed by the heat

capacity of the core and by the temperature stability of the particular fuel

material utilized. For new reactor types it is necessary to obtain data on

the long-term reliability and stability of the fuel, particularly where dual

steady-state and pulsing operation of the core is carried out. Detailed

experimental data for anticipating possible fuel element damage effects from

repeated pulsing or excessive temperatures can be obtained without undue

hazard to the core through the'use of test fuel elements which "lead" the

core, that is, fuel elements which are subjected to substantially higher

energy densities than the hottest fuel element in the core. This may be done

by placing the "lead" test element in a flux-peaking region of the reactor,

as in the central flux trap of an annular-type core or in the reflector

adjacent to the core. Such fuel element testing forms one of the more

important applications of pulsed reactors in the field of reactor safety

research (see Section III A-2), and the method has been used successfully,

for example, in the case of the PULSTAR fuel rods. Additional information on

the reliability of different fuel element types will become available with

the accumulatioh of operating experience with pulsed reactors.

The following briefly summarizes the present state of the art of various

hydrogen-moderated reactor types. Some specific comments on safety are also

noted,
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(a) Aqueous fuel solution reactorss

In the KIIB programme to investigate the dynamic behaviour and safety

characteristics of small aqueous homogeneous reactors (9), over 3Q00 transient

tests were performed between 1955 and 1960 on five different cores, with the

largest step reactivity insertion being 5.5 $. The main safety limitation in

this type of reactor is the pressure surge-develop-ed when the rapid

production of radiolytic gases expands the fuel solution and shuts down the

reactor. In one such test, involving a step reactivity insertion of 3.8 $

and a peak power of 4000 Mi., the peak pressure attained was 400 psi, which was

about 25% of the calculated yield pressure of the vessel. In general, the

pulsing experience obtained in the KDWB reactor safety test programme

demonstrated the ability, within limitations, of this type reactor for use in

routine pulsing operation. Based on this experience, a conceptual design

study for 'an advanced solution-type pulsed reactor with a central experimental

space for testing sub-assemblies has recently been reported. (27).

(b) U-Al plate-type reactorss

In the SPERT programme the transient behaviour of nine different light

water-moderated plate cores were investigated for a variety of initial

operating conditions. In one of these (SPERT-I-D), where the purpose of the

investigation was to obtain an understanding of possible consequences of

destructive power excursions in U-A1 fuel plate-type cores, the reactor was

subjected to a series of tests, in which larger and larger reactivity

insertions led ultimately to a violent destruction of the core (16). This

occurred as a result of a 3.5 $ insertion test, in whichalmost immediately

after the end of the self-limiting power burst, a large pressure pulse

developed that destroyed the core. The peak power attained in this 3.2 msec-

period test was about 2300 MW and the nuclear energy release 19 MW-sec. For

transient tests with periods greater than about 7 msec, however, no fuel

element damage was obtained in testing this core. The SPLRT-D core test

results indicate that in a very severe power excursion, a threshold can be

reached where sufficient film boiling and expulsion of the water from the core

takes place to result in very high fuel temperatures and melting of the

cladding, which, in combination with accompanying hydraulic or other mechanical
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forces, could lead to the sudden fragmentation of the hot fuel and to

subsequent destructive transient pressure effects. In regard to such a

destructive threshold, it might be expected that optimization of the design

of a plate-type reactor for pulsing purposes could result in a destructive

threshold point substantially beyond that indicated for the SPERT-D core.

Additional detailed kinetic testing of plate-type elements is under way

at the French CABRI swimming pool facility (8), which was placed in operation

in April 1964. To date, approximately 300 transients have been performe-d on

the CABRI U-A1 fuelled core.

(c) UO2-fuelled, rod-type reactors:

Data on the pulsing performance of UO rod-type cores have been

accumulated as a result of the SPERT-I Oxide and PULSTAR reactor tests. The

most severe power excursion in the SPERT-I Oxide core destructive test

programme (18) was initiated by a total reactivilt insertion of 3.3 $; this

resulted in a minimum period of 1.6 msec, a peak power of about 35 000 IW

and an energy release of 165 I.MW-sec. In regard to damage effects, two fuel

rods were ruptured (probably as a result of previous water-logging of

defective fuel pins) and about one-fourth of the fuel rods showed some

bowing-type of deformation. This test programme provided a good demonstration

of the general capability of this type of reactor for routine pulsing.

An additional oxide-fuelled, rod-type pulsed reactor is PULSTAR, which

went critical with 20 fuel elements in June 1964. 'fith a 2.5 $ stepwise

reactivity insertion, this reactor can attain a minimum period of 2.8 msec,

a peak power of about 3700 1;iW and a pulse energy release of 47 MW-sec (21).

Analysis of the results obtained with reflector-located test pins that

"lead" the core indicates that the film boiling and bowed pin effects

obtained in natural circulation tests can be eliminated with forced convection

cooling of .the core. New tests with forced convection cooling are expected

to develop information on the long-term reliability of this fuel under

repeated pulsing. The PULSTAR also has a dual steady-state/pulsing

capability. To date, steady-state power level operation with this reactor

has not exceeded. 2 MW; however,, the reactor is designe.d for 5 MWV operation.
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In the design PULSTAR core, 30 fuel elements are used, these having a

slightly lower 235 enrichment than that used in the 20-element core

presently in operation. An extrapolation of present data indicates that the

projected performance of such a core (based on a maximum fuel temperature of

16000 C) would be a pulse with a peak power of 8400 MW and a minimum period of

2.4 msec (21) (see Table 1).

The SPERT CDC pulsed reactor, presently in operation, has been designed

to subject fuel samples in a central flux trap test space to short-period,

high-temperature excursions where high-temperature failure of the fuel samples

can be expected. As part of the SPERT reactor safety research programme, the

object of these tests is to determine failure thresholds for fuel elements

of various designs, and what the consequences might be of such failures under

accident conditions. This reactor utilizes fuel rods similar in design to

those of the SPERT Oxide Core (23). Using the theoretical methods that give

a good quantitative prediction of the kinetic behaviour of the SPERT Oxide

Core, detailed calculations of the CDC pulse performance indicate that for a

2 msec-period test (2.9 $ reactivity insertion), the CDC reactor will attain

a peak power of about 55 000 WMn and a pulse energy release of over 600 EMW-sec.

With a CDC fuel rod test specimen placed in a capsule in the central flux

trap, it is calculated that the average energy density in the test specimen

will be about two and a half times greater than the maximum energy density

in the fuel of the driver core (23).

The SPERT Power Burst Facility (PBF), an advanced rod-type pulsed test

reactor capable of steady-state operation at power levels up to 20 MW, is

presently under construction in the USA (28, 29). The PBF programme objectives

are similar to those of the CDC, but the larger test space of the PBF will

permit tests of full scale fuel elements in capsule or loop-type testing

facilities, using either self-limiting power bursts with periods as short as

1 msec or pulse-lengthened power excursions of a few seconds' duration and

with energy releases comparable to those of the 1 msec-period transients.

This reactor has been designed to optimize the ratio of thermal flux in the

encapsulated fuel specimen to that in the core hot spot. To provide for

possible design modification in the Doppler shutdown coefficient and, hence,
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kinetic behaviour of the reactor, a ternary fuel mixture is used, consisting

of UO2 and calcia-stabilized zirconia as diluent. An additional feature of

interest is the use of a thermal insulator sleeve of ZrO2-CaO around the

fuel, which acts to reduce the transient temperature gradient (and consequent

thermal stress) in the cladding, and to reduce the heat transferorate to the

water and extent of transient pressure generation from sudden steam formation.

(d) U-ZrH reactors:

At the present time there are 33 TRIGA reactors in operation or under

construction, 19 of which provide for dual steady-state/pulsing operation.

Not all of these have identical performance. Steady-state power level

capability varies up to 1.5 MIW, and routine pulsing capability varies between

250 and 8400 MW. peak power,

A number of different TRIGA fuel element designs have been tested over the

past several years to develop high-level pulsing performance and long-term

reliability. A reactor utilizing Al-cldd, U-ZrH1 fuel elements has been

pulsed routinely over 5700 times with reactivity insertions of 3 $'. The

use of U-ZrH1 fuel has been limited, however, to fuel temperatures less than

5300 C to avoid phase transitions occurring at that temperature. A fuel-

moderator composition of U-ZrH 7 (which remains in a single phase to
lc7

temperatures in excess of 1000C ) has been developed and used over the past

5 years, and tests with stainless steel-clad J-ZrH1.7 fuel elements have 

shown very good performance for high-level pulse or steady state operation

at 1.5 MW (25) (see Table 1).

The TRIGA/ACPR, an advanced steady-state/pulse test reactor presently

under construction, has an annular core configuration that features a

9-inch-diameter dry test hole designed to optimize the fast flux. The pulse

characteristics of this reactor are given in Table 2.

C. Graphite-Moderated Singly-Pulsed Reactors

The intimate mixture of uranium fuel and graphite moderator provides.

some important advantages for pulsed testing reactors designed to produce

large energy releases,. First, the homogeneous dispersion of fuel and
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moderator leads to a large negative temperature coefficient caused by the

shift of the neutron spectrum when the fuel-moderator material heats up, an

effect which acts as a very nearly prompt mechanism for quenching prompt-

supercritical excursions. Secondly, since the ultimate acceptable limit to

the energy density in a pulse is fixed by the specific heat of the fuel and

some predetermined maximum temperature that the element can safely withstand,

a mixture of fuel and graphite can provide the means for a very high heat-

absorbing capability without the necessity for forced cooling during the

excursion. Thirdly, the use of graphite as a moderator provides excellent

thermal shock resistance to the high heat generation rates obtained in a

burst.

Two pulsed systems of this type which have been built so far are the

Impulsed Graphite Reactor (IGR) at the Kurchatov Institute in the USSR (13),

and the Transient Reactor Test Facility (TREAT) (12) in the USA. Pertinent

reactor design and pulse performance characteristics of these reactors are

given in Table 3.

An additional graphite-moderated pulsed reactor, designed at the Ispra

establishment and proposed for reactor safety studies, is TESI (58). This is

a TREAT-type system, but with two principal modifications to permit much

greater total integrated neutron fluxes: (a) a reduction in 2 3 5U concentration

in graphite to half of the value used in TREAT or IGR, and (b) selection of

coolant gas and fuel element cladding material to allow for higher limiting

temperatures in the core (in one design version, a maximum temperature of

700°C, while in another, a maximum temperature of 1800 0C these values to be

compared with the TREAT value of 400 0C).

The kinetic behaviour of these graphite-moderated reactors for step

insertions of reactivity can be qualitatively described by the linear energy

model, so that the minimum reactor periods of about 40 msec that are normally

obtained with these reactors give rise to pulse widths of no less than about

150 msec. The large dynamic temperature coefficients of these systems provide

a relatively strong suppression of the power transients, so that rather large

reactivity insertions would be required to yield the high energy releases

that normally could be allowed by the heat-absorbing capacity of the fuel.
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TABLE 3

Pulse Characteristics of Graphite-Moderated
R ea ctoyrs

TREAT IGR
j.. ., . -,.' . , (Idaho, USA) (Kuchatov, USSR)

Status Operational / Operational, Potential

"rompt Neutron Lifetime 88 110
(resec)(msec) o088 . 1.10 1 ,10

IMnimum Reactor Period
~(msec) ' ( ' 35 48 10

~ 0. _, ---------- _-__----_-.

Corresponding Reactivity Step .9 
(^ L~ k/k) 

1 0 9 '1 ` ~o 50 11/5

Pulse Width t- Half Maximum ' 
(msec) 115

Peak Power (MWi) 3 500

Total Energy Release in Pulse3 2 x 
(MW~-sec). .~ ~1 x 10 1o3 x 10 12 x 1Q

Maximum Fuel Temperature (°C) 400 

Core-Averaged Thermal Flux at 2 10168 1 160 1018
time of Peak Power (n/cm -sec) x 10 

.... .......... (-at centre)

Core-Averaged Integrated 15 16 ' 16
Thermal Flux (nvt) 5.7 x 10 1.0 x 10 4.5 x 10

Maximum Energy Release in a 4 4
Pulse-Shaped'Transient (;MWv-sec) x 10 1.5 x 10

a/ Characterist-ios of self-limiting pulses for the Shortest initial neriod
to whiQh the reactor is routinely subject.d; the additional IGR values
under the heading "Potential" indicate characteristics considered to
be achievable for this type of reactor. - -
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For short-pulse operating conditions, the order of magnitude of the reactivity

step insertion could be as high as 5% (IGR advanced design). Moreover, the

large thermal time constant of the reactor core allows -the production of

adiabatic, flattened power transients by means of programmed control rod

movements. By this means, effective pulse widths of up to a -few tens of

seconds are potentially attainable, with the corresponding total programmed

reactivity insertion being as high as 10%.

With regard to steady state power operation, these graphite pulsed

reactors have not been designed with elaborate coolant systems to permit

operation at appreciable power levels. However, the reactors can be operated

at modest power levels for extended periods of time, until limited. by the

resulting temperature rise and attendant loss of excess reactivity.

In the Soviet Union, the experience gained on the IGR reactor is being

used to study the efficacy of a very large version of a graphite-moderated

pulsed system as a neutrino source for investigations of the antineutrino-

electron interaction cross-sections (50). The antineutrinos emanating from

fission fragments provide one such source. Another possibility considered

involves the neutron activation of a massive amount of L.7 as a means of
1

obtaining a very intense source of high energy antineutrinos from the short-

lived (<1 sec) L. i To permit measurements of the antineutrino-election

interaction cross-section, a reactor capable of producing a one-second long

pulse at a power of about 10 M6 appears to be necessary.

D. Fast Neutron Singy-Pulsed Reactors

The self-quenching fast neutron (or "fast burst") reactors employ

essentially solid metal cores. The first reactors of this type, including the

Los Alamos GODIVA reactors (2) and the Sandia SPR-1 reactor (3), all utilized

highly-enriched (9% 235U) uranium metal cast in spherical or cylindrical

geometries. Second. generation fast burst devices (e.g., the Oak Ridge HPRR,

the White Sands Molly G and the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory Super Kukla)

employ an alloy consisting of uranium and 10 wt.% molybdenum. This alloy,

being superior to the pure uranium metal in regard to chemical stability and

tensile strength, permits power excursions of increased severity and

consequently bursts with greater neutron yields.
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TABLE 4

Pulse Characteris.tics, of Representative Fast Burst; Reactors

1 jj SUPER GODIVA $ 'SUPER KUKLA
,.. .. ;. , . , . . . ,. i .' . -.... ,

Peak Power 0fQ w) ' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ' _-1.5x10
5 7xlO4

I "17 18i Fissions per Pulse 10o 2x101

Pulse Width at Half i,
|Maximum ! 35 1000
(3sec) 

I t - 5
Repetition Rate ' /

,(per hour) '
...., _ ... ... _ -, ... . . ..

!Max. Experimental Flux'l.5xlO18(fast flux external) 6xl0 (fast flux external)
i (nv)' 2xl01 9 (fast flux internal) lxlO18(fast flux internal)

Integrated Flux Fj 7x10 3 (external) ~6xl01 (external)
| (nvt) 4 9x101 4 (internal) 8xl0 14 (internal) 

,---- .,,... .

.t_
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Some characteristics of the newer fast burst reactors are given in

Table 4. The first reactor type listed, designated "Super Godiva", is

representative of the 1962 HPRR (32) or 1964 Molly G-type (31) solid systems,

fuelled with highly enriched uranium. These systems have small bare cores

that facilitate external irradiation of a large variety of samples. The second

reactor listed is the Super Kukla (33), which went into operation late in

1964. It is an annular-type system with a large (45-cm-diameter by 65-cm-

high) experimental test space. This reactor, with a total fuel mass of 

about 5000 kg of 20%-enriched U-10 -t% Mo, has produced burst yields of over

60 MW-sec in preliminary tests, and is expected to develop yields in excess

of 100 IMW-sec.

Fast burst reactors typically generate power transients with reactor

periods of the order of 10 Isec (Super Kukla being an exception, with periods

of about 200 psec). The power pulse is quenched as a result of thermal

expansion of the core,which increases the neutron leakage. Bursts are

initiated by stepwise reactivity additions, with the reactor subcritical at

essentially zero r: tor power° After passing through the peak of the bur't,

the power level drops very rapidly by about four olders of magnitude, at

which time a reactor scram occurs as a result of the thermal-shock ejection

of the safety block, and this further reduces the power level by an

additional two orders of magnitude.

Minimum pulse widths of about 30 Isec are ordinarily attained in the

small fast burst reactors. Some recent experiments have shown that by

bombarding such reactors in a supercritical state with short pulses from a

linear accelerator, pulses with widths of 5 Ise; And peak powers of about

300 MW can be attanred (34),

E. Fast Neutron, Repetiti___ly~-Pulsed Reactors

Much of the current beam trbe research involving time-of-flight techrl-rue.-

could be performed with high esfiJiency using periodically-pulsed fast

reactors (see Section IV). For such time-of-flight work, high intensity

neutron pulses, with repetition rates greater than 100 pulses per sec and

pulse widths of the order of a few Psec or less, would be highly desirableo
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These conditions can be approached by producing fp.st neutron pulses in an

unmoderated core, tie neutrons then being moderated in suitable scatters

located adjacent to the core. The most interesting neutron energy range of

application for'such a device is below 10 eV, but useful experiments with

neutron energies up to a few keV can also be performed-

Neutron pulses of brief duration (tens of microseconds or less) can be

produced in fast reactors by (l) periodic modulation of the reactivity,

(2) by means of' accelerator-produced bursts of neutrons in a reactor at

constant k ff or (3) by a combination of (1) and (2). W'ith regard to such

systems, only two have been built; a third is being designed, and several

advanced concepts are being studied. Of the two which have been built, one

(IBR) is based on method (.1)., the other (the Harwell accelerator booster)

on method (2). The third system (SORA) is designed to operate on the

principle of reactivity modulation.

The IBR (5, 35), which began operation at the Joint Nuclear Research

Center at Dubna in 1960, pro'duces periodic neutron pulses by periodically

cycling the reactivity from generally fa- subcritical to a few Cerihs over

prompt critical. The reactivity variation is achieved by rotating at

5000 rpm through the centre of the core a plug of 35U worth about 7.5%

in reactivity, the plug being located near the periphery of a 110-om-diameter

'disc. Variation of the pulse frequency, over the range from 3 3 to 83 pulses

per second without changing th.e pulse width is possible through the use of an

auxiliary fissionable insert worth about. 0Q4% react.ivity, which is pressed

into a second disc whose rotational speed can be adjusted.- The reactivity

of the core exceeds prompt-critical only when there is alignment of both

discs with the fixed part. of the core. The device has no coolant and must

therefore operate at a low average power. 

In the SORA reactor (36, 37), which is intended as a high intensity

neutron source for physics research .at, the Ispra Research Centre, the

reactivity variation is achieved by rotating a block of Be along an

unreflected side-of the core. ' The block, wort' about 3.5% in reactivity., is

fixed on the periphery of a 180-cm-'diameter propeller arm, which rotates

at 3000 rpm. A single pulsation frequency has been chosen for the SORA
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reactors this simplifies the design and is felt to be consistent with the

idea of doing a number of different simultaneous experiments at the reactor.

The reactor is designed to be cooled with sodium to permit a relatively high

mean power level of 600 kW, at which level the maximum experimental fluxes

available would be comparable to those obtained with advanced high-flux

reactors,

In both the IBR and SORA reactivity-modulated systems, reactivity

feedback due to thermal expansion of the fuel has a negligible effect on the

pulse shape, in contrast to the self-quenching fast burst reactors. The fuel

temperature rise during a pulse is about 0.10 C in the IBR and about 1 C in

the SORA reactor.

Pu metal is used as fuel in the IBR, the lower effective delayed neutron

fraction of Pu-when compared to 25U giving a better peak-to-background

flux ratio and somewhat improved pulse characteristics. Highly enriched

U-Mo alloy has been chosen as initial fuel for SORA, but it is planned to

change to a Pu ceramic fuel after performance has been tested and found to

be satisfactory; the use of the ceramic fuel would permit an increase in

mean power to 1 MV7.

Operating on an entirely different principle from IBR or SORA is the

Harwell accelerator booster, which has been in operation since 1958. In

this device, the reactivity remains unaltered at a subcritical level of about

10% and the periodic neutron pulses are the result of an electron beam

striking a mercury-cooled target located at the centre of the reactor, giving

rise to intense neutron bursts from (y,n) reactions. These neutrons are

then multiplied by a factor of 10 to 20 by the reactor, resulting in a peak

power comparable to that obtained in the IBR, but with a much narrower

pulse width. In Table 5, the performances of the IBR and SORA reactivity-

modulated systems are compared with that of the Harwell accelerator booster.

The IBR has also been used as a pulsed reactor employing simultaneously

both reactivity modulation and accelerator pulsing as a means of obtaining

some of the advantages of both methods. In this arrangement, an electron

accelerator (MICROTRON) produces bursts of neutrons from a target interior to

the reactor at a time near the instant of maximum reactivity of the periodic
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TABLE 5

Pulse Characteristics of Repetit ively-Pulsed ReaotQ.rs
- s --

_ _ -,- ^ --- - -- --

i1 L BOOSTER IBR- ' SORA

Status -' OOperationalOperational Design
(Location) (HIarwell, (Dubnao USSR) (Ispra, Italy)

! i UK) I:

'Average Power i 6,6 keV 3 600
6.6 keV 3 600

iPeak Power 
: i 18 23 170

WMinimum Power -1 Q -2
-(kT!, _ 1 6x10 8 10 120

'Fissions per - 11 2. 10 1 4 14
Pulse 4X10

Pulse Width 02 3 50

Pulse Repetition
Rate (per sec) 750 (3.3-83) 50

Max. Experimental 12 2 15(thermal)
(n)10. - 2 8x.1014 thermal 2x0(thermal)

t Flux (nv) 1 l j0 o8xl0 thermal, 14
_F~l__wr'~ ~ 1 j 8xl 10 (epithermal, 1 ev)

jPeak-to-Background 3x 5 (th l2 l 5 (th e 07x10(thermal
Flux Ratio x ( t h e r m a l ) 2.9x10(termalepithermal)

' lo4xl0 (epithermal)

' IBR characteristicos -for a 3.3 sec - pulse repetition rate.
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reactivity cycle. At this point of maximum reactivity, the reactor is below

prompt critical, with a prompt multiplication of 100 or more, but may be

above delayed critical depending on the multiplication used, in which case

reactivity modulation is required. Reactivity modulation is highly desirable

in order to reduce the background level (37). The use of the accelerator

(30 MeV, 15-30 mA beam current) at the IBR enables the duration of the pulse

to be reduced to several microseconds, thus greatly improving the source

conditions for spectrometry in the resonance region.

Eventual coupling of a high-intensity electron accelerator to the SORA

reactor has also been considered (37). In this case, the particular interest

would be in reducing the pulse width and increasing intensity in the

epithermal range 

The use of pulsed booster systems to increase the neutron output of

accelerators has been under active discussion in several countries during the

last few years. In the USA, evaluation studies at General Atomic (34, 56)

have been under way to determine the feasibility of using an electron linac

as a neutron driver for a modulated-reactivity device of the liquid metal-

cooled SORA type. Here, again, the accelerator-produced burst of neutrons

would be introduced in time during the cycle near the instant of maximum

reactivity, at which point the reactor is between delayed and prompt critical,

with a prompt multiplication of several hundred. As an example of the

potentialities of such a system, a hypothetical accelerator-pulsed fast

assembly may be considered. The system would combine a linac (35 DM^W beam

power for a 5 [sec pulse burst) with a SORA reactor operating with a maximum

prompt neutron multipl.cation of 400 and an average power of 600 kW. This

would yield a pulse with a width of 8 pLsec and a peak power of about 103 MW.

This could result in almost an order of magnitude increase in the peak fluxes

available over much of the thermal energy range with the same average power

(and integrated thermal neutron production).

Pulsed subcritical booster systems have also been proposed (57), and

at Harwell in 1965 studies were carried out to evaluate the feasibility of a

linac-pulsed reactivity-modulated fast reactor that would operate at an

average power of 5-10 I.f*.
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Design mean powers as high as 5 IU have been indicated to be feasible

for SORA-type reactors (37). The pulse shape would not be significantly

changed by this increase in power over the current design level of 0.6 1'TP.

Such systems would have definite advantages over steady-state high-flux

reactors for time-of-flight work, but their attainment would require a

certain amount of development,

As this brief discussion indicates, repetitively-pulsed fast reactors

are currently in an early stage of development, but their potential is high

and important developments in this field may be expected in the future.
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III. APPLICATIONS OF SINGLY-PULSED REACTORS

A. Reactor Safety

In discussing the utilization of a reactivity-pulsed reactor in

reactor safety studies, we note the distinction between the use of the

reactor as an object of study for its own sake and its use as an experimental

device to produce fast bursts of neutrons. The distinction is important

in making reference to pulsed reactor experiments performed at some

laboratories, such as SPERT and CABRI, where either or both kinds of uses

may b: made.

In regard to the first use mentioned, it is well known that integral-

core power excursion tests constitute an important technique in reactor

kinetics investigations. In the current SPURT and CABRI reactor safety

programmes, for example, various types of water-moderated reactors have

been subjected to large stepwise reactivity insertions, and the resulting

power excursion behaviour has yielded data on the reactor's reactivity

quenching properties and on the dependence of these properties on core

parameters, initial operating conditions, and time scale of the power

excursion. Similar reactor kinetics investigations have been performed

on the BORAX, TRIGA and KEWiB reactors, the graphite-moderated TREAT and

IGR systems, and on the small metal Godiva-type reactors. The cores of

these reactors are representative of a number of research and power

reactor types in use today, and the experiments done with them have been

important in furthering the understanding of the dynamic response and degree

of safety inherent in these types of reactors when subjected to large sudden

reactivity inputs.

While the scope of reactor safety research involving integral-core

kinetic experiments can be very usefully extended, particularly in the study

of neutron wave propagation and space-time kinetic effects in large

loosely-coupled reactors, an increasing shift in emphasis is being given

to the understanding of detailed fuel element behaviour under severe

transient conditions and the nature of the physical mechanisms responsible

for reactor shutdown during a power excursion. For these purposes, the

pulsing capability of an appropriately designed reactor can be advantageously
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used to study the effects of such pulses on fuel specimens in highly instru-

mented capsule or loop facilities, As discussed below, pertinent studies

of interest include those of fuel element damage effects (cladding rupture

mechanisms, metal-coolant chemical reactions, fission product release,

transient pressures, etc.) and those of reactor shutdown mechanisms

(transient heat transfer, void formation, etco,)

1. Status

To date, it appears that the principal effort in this field of

capsule-type reactor safety research is that which has been provided by the

TREAT and 3PM-RT reactors at the National Reactor Testing Station in the

USA. The graphite-moderated TREAT reactor has been used extensively for

fast reactor fuel element meltdown tests and for studies of metal-water

reactions at high temperature (38). At SPERT, a number of capsule-type

experiments on reactor shutdown mechanisms have been performed in the past

using a water-moderated plate-type core, but a much more extensive programme

comprising the variety of studies mentioned above is Presently under way

using the CDO reactor. The SPERT programme will be further amplified in

scope upon completion of ,the PBF reactor in 1968. This reactor, containing

a large test space equipped with capsule and loop facilities, will permit

among other things the destructive testing of full-scale fuel assemblies

under extreme environmental conditions. Fuel capsule tests performed with

a TRIGA reactor have involved studies of the diffusion of fission products

and release of gaseous fission products in HTGR-type fuels (553) and

aerospace nuclear reactor fuels (54), as well as studies of the behaviour

of pre-heated, coated fuel particles that can attain internal temperatures

as high as 60000 during a pulse. In France, at the CABRI facility, where

an extensive reactor safety programme on water-moderated reactors has been

initiated (8), it is planned to install a rod-type, UO2-fuelled core which

will serve as the driver for capsule-type experiments on fuel element

behaviour, fission product release, and uranium dispersion. Other similar

pulsed reactor experiments bearing on. questions of safety in water reactors

have also been done elsewhere using the TRIGA and KEWTB reactors,

The Super Kukla fast: burst reactor has been specially designed to

study effects of rapid thermal transients in a variety of reactor fuel
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material ,. The Super Kukla, with its large central irradiation test space,

is capable of high-intensity fast neutron irradiations of typical-sized

fuel elements. The mean neutron energy in the test space is roughly

0.8 MeV and the spatial flux is flat to within 104'. In the ,ehite Sands

fast burst reactor, similar in design to the OINL Health Physics Research

Reactor (HPRR), studies have been made of the temrerature effects in fuel

pellet specimens, as well as studies of thermal shock effects in the driver

core itself. For these experiments special diagnostic techniques have been

developed to measure temperature changes and metal expansion in the micro-

second time domain.

2. Fuel Ele ent Damge Studies Jfor j!liater-'odjerated Reactors in Par'.icular)

The central problem in reactor safety is that of the release of fission

products, particularly in power reactors with high fission product

inventories. Such release, to whatever extent it occurs, must be preceded

by violation of the integrity of the fuel element cladding, which can occur

by melting of the cladding following loss of the reactor coolant, or can

occur in other ways, if a sufficiently high energy density is generated

in the fuel element during a severe power excursion. For this more general

case of a reactivity-type accident, pulsed reactor experimental techniques

can be very effectively used to develop information on (1) the physical

mechanisms and thermodynamic threshold conditions required for cladding

rupture, (2) nature and extent of fuel element damage obtained, and ()

(3) possible fission product release, pressure effects, or chemical

reactions which may result from the cladding rupture.

1tetal-jacketed fuel pins containing low enrichment oxide fuels are

in widespread use in many types of power and research reactors. Cladding

failure mechanisms associated with fuel rods include (1) burnout, (2) excessive

dynamic thermal stresses caused by large temperature gradients in the clad-

ding, and (3) internal pressures acting on the cladding as a result of fuel

expansion, fuel vaporization, or the heating of gases in the fuel. In turn,

the relative probability of cladding fali-urassociated with each of these

mechanisms may depend significantly on one or more of the following

variables: (1) the magnitude, rate, and distribution of the fission energy

deposited in the fuel; (2) cladding material (zircalloy and stainless steel,
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in particular) and dimensions (wall thickness and rod diameter) ;, () fuel

composition (U02 mixed oxides) and form (pellet or powder)l (4) fuel-

cladding clearance, and (5) environmental conditions external to the

cladding.

For many of the experiments envisioned (both non-destructive and

destructive), relatively simple capsules can be used, instrumented to permit

transient measurements of such variables as fuel and cladding temperatures,

cladding strain, and internal fuel rod pressures. Fast motion picture

photography may also be employed. In addition to these transient data,

much of the important damage informatio.n required is necessarily derived

from the post-test examination of the fuel specimen, using metallurgical,

chemical and radiographic methods of analysis.

With regard to possible consequences of a cladding rupture, three

effects can be considered% the nature and extent of the fission product

release; the rapid dispersion of hot fuel fragments in the coolant, which

might give rise to transient pressure effects of sizeable magnitude; and

the release of energy from chemical reactions between the high-temperature

fuel fragments and coolant.

The data of interest here are obtained in fuel element destructive

tests, using capsules of sufficient strength to contain the maximum pressures

expected. High frequency response pressure transducers of various ranges

can be mounted inside the capsule to measure the transient pressures

developed. Strain gaugesmounted on the capsule wall provide additional

data for correlation with the capsule transient pressure data. Gas sampling

and radiochemical methods are used for fission product analysis. Transient

temperature data and post-test particle size distribution data are also

important in helping to analyse possible pressure and exothermic chemical

reaction effects.

Basic studies of metal-water reactions in U-Al, U-Zr, and U-Zr-Nb

alloys have been carried out in the TREAT reactor during the past several

years. The extent of the metal-water reaction can be determined from the

amount of hydrogen produced, For the case of aluminium-water reactions,

an analysis of the amount of alpha-alumina produced has also rbeen used as

a means of measuring the extent of the reaction,
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In addition to tests of the important rod-type fuels used in H20 power

reactors, capsule tests of metal-alloyed fuel elements (plate-type or

concentric cylinder-type) are also important because of the use of such

fuel in many types of water-moderated research and testing reactors.

Capsule experiments can provide detailed data on the thermomechanical

behaviour of plate fuel under transient conditjons. Such data obtained

from differential-type experiments are important in supplementing the

considerable amount of reactor kinetics information obtained from integral-

core tests with plate-type reactors, and the data will be essential in

helping to provide a more'.complete understanding-of the exact nature of the

destructive excursions obtained in the BORAX and SPERT-tests, and in the

SL-1 accident (39).

It is apparent from the very large scope of investigation indicated

above that selection of the actual experiments to be performed must be based

on both the immediate needs for specific empirical data required for testing

existing analytical models and the needs for test data on specific fuel

element types intended for use in operating reactors. This is reflected

in the programme of the TREAT reactor, which so far has been extensively

used for fuel element meltdown tests of certain fuel types, such as the

fast reactor fuels used in the ZBR-II and FERMI reactors. In the

SPERT CDC programme, initial emphasis is being placed on the testing of

low-enrichment UO2 fuel elements typical of those presently used in wrater

reactors. Future tests in the CDC and PB` reactors will involve mixed

oxide (U 2-PuO 2 and UO2-ThO2) fuels and fuel elements typical of gas- or

liquid metal-cooled power reactors.

3. Reactor Shutdown Mechanism Studies

Two of the most common types of fuel associated with water-moderated

reactors are low-enrichment oxide fuel rods and high-enrichment uranium-

metal alloy fuel plates. The different behaviour of these two types during

a power excursion should be. emphasized. In an undermoderated plate-type

core, limitation of power excursions is determined by the inherent decrease

in reactivity occurring when moderator is expelled from the core as a result

of thermal expansion of the fuel plates, expansion of the moderator, and

boiling of the moderator, For typical fuel plates9 the thermal time
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constants for transfer of heat from the fuel plates to the moderator are

sufficiently short that negative reactivity (primarily by steam formation)

can be developed quickly enough to limit (in some light-water cores) 5-10

msec-pe.riod transients without damage to the coreo This advantage of fuel

plates, namely, the ability to conduct heat to the coolant quickly, is offset

by the appreciable transient pressures that can accompany fast production

of steam, and by the possibility that film boiling with attendant loss of

heat transfer can result in a rapid heating and melting of the fuel plates.

In the case of fuel rods, where thermal time constants are typically in the

range from 1-10 seconds, the behaviour during a fast transient is quite

different. Little heat is conducted to the moderator during the transient,

so that reactor shutdown by loss of moderator is a manor effect. Instead,

the significant shutdown mechanism in this case is the Doppler broadening

of the 238U absorption resonances as the fuel temperature rises, which,

as has been demonstrated (19), provides for a very effective prompt

negative feedback in oxide cores. Thile transient pressure effects in oxide

cores are negligible, in contrast to the situation for fuel solution or

plate-type cores, the extreme fuel temperatures and cladding thermal

gradients that can develop during an excursion are important considerations

in examining the potentialities for fuel rod failure.

Thus, for the case of plate-type cores, where moderator loss is the

principal feedback effect for reducing a short-period power transient,

knowledge of how the fission heat is distributed as a fiunction of time in

both the fuel element and coolant-moderator is required to compute the

effective void volume and related reactivity effect. The transfer of heat

up to the time of onset of boiling may be calculated assuming conduction;

after boiling starts, however, a quantitative description is not possible

because the boiling heat transfer effects themselves are not well under-

stood. This difficulty, for the case of the steady-state heat source, is

well known in connection with burnout studies. For the case of the transient

heat source, the situation is still more complicated since the boiling

process canvvery rapidly change from the nucleate regime (associated with

high heat transfer rates) through the transition stage to the film-boiling

or vapor-blanketing regime (associated with very low heat transfer rates).
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With a pulsed reactor to provide exponential heat sources with different

periods, basic studies of these heat transfer phenomena can be carried out

using instrumented water-filled capsules that can be pressurized and

deaerated. Transient capsule measurements of interest would include tem-

perature of the fuel and coolant, pressure, void volume, as well as high-

speed motion pictures of the boiling at the cladding surface. The effects

of the magnitude and rate of change of the fission heat source in the test

sample could be investigated by varying the period-dependent pulse

characteristics of the driver core and/or the fuel density in the sample.

Other important test variables might be exfected to include cladding material

and thickness, channel spacing (to test the interaction effects caused by

nearby fuel plates), and environmental pressure.

It is clear that many of the engineering-type tests of full-scale

elements and clusters carried out under extreme environmental conditions

.require the large test spaces and complex capsule and loop facilities that

are provided in such special-purpose testing reactors as PBF and TR.iTo

Many of the safety studies mentioned, however, could in some form or other

be done using the more. general purpose pulsed reactors such as TRIGI,

PULSTAR or K17L-. Basic studies of transient heat transfer effects and

metal-water chemical reaction kinetics with small test specimens appear to

be among the most promising fields that can be undertaken at research centres

with small, general purpose pulsed reac'ors, Studies of possible moderator

void contributions by radiolytic gas and gas micro-bubbles are also of

interest.

We note here, too, that while most of the safety experiments discussed

involve relatively fast power transients, with time scales of the order of

several tenths of a second or less, pulse-shaping techniques, such as those

developed for the IGR, TREAT and PBF reactors, can be used to produce

pulses lasting a few seconds in length, Pulses of this duration would

permit quasi-static safety experiments simulating high power conditions.

It is possible that simple experiments of this type can also be performed

using the PULST.AR and TRIGA systems.
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B. Instrumentation Development

One of the vital questions arising in regard to pulsed reactor

experimentation concerns the adequacy of the instrumentation used in the

measuring of transient quantities. Devices for measuring flux, temperature,

pressureflow, strain, displacement, rate of displacement and other variables

must be developed to a high degree of sophistication to ensure accurate

interpretation of the results. Among the more important transducer design

factors to be considered in pulsed reactor applications are frequency

response and radiation sensitivity. Instrumentation development work on

both aspects can be usefully pursued using pulsed reactor methods, particularly

with respect to radiation sensitivity.

It is well known that strain gauge, piezoelectric, inductive, photo-

sensitive, and capacitive-type transducers can give spurious signals of

significant magnitude when used in high radiation fields. These signals

may result from the effects of free secondary electron absorption or ejection

in conductors, variations in resistance in various transducer components

due to gamma heating and changes in free carrier densities, thermal

strains in transducer elements by gamma radiation, as well as other effects.

The strength of the radiation-caused signal relative to the true signal is

strongly dependent on the type of transducer used, but can also vary with

different transducers of the same type, Electric cables acting as charge

generators shunted by a parallel RC circuit c;an also provide spurious signals

in the presence of a rapidly varying, high-intensity radiation field.

Investigation of all such radiation-induced effects is vital, and because

pulsed reactors produce the transient radiation environment in which these

transducers must operate, they also provide the basis for studying such

effects and for improving transducer designs. In connection with the SPERT

programme, an extensive series of such tests have been performed (55).

C, Activation analysis

For experimental research involving the formation by neutron activation

of nuclides with relatively short lifetime < 1 min), pulsed reactor

operation may offer some important advantages over steady-state operation.

In producing short-lived isotopes by steady-state neutron activation

methods, pneumatic rabbit devices are conventionally employed to obtain
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short irradiation times necessary to suppress unwanted longer-lived

activities (40). In practice, such methods have been restricted to a small

number of elements such as vanadium, hafnium and copper, where the macro-

scopic activation cross-sections of interest are not too small. The

limitation that enters is not in obtaining a sufficiently short irradiation

time, but in flux intensity. The employment of a pulsed reactor, providing

an extremely high flux for a short period of time, can permit an enhance-

ment in detection sensitivity and thereby allow a sizeable increase in

number of short-lived isotopes that are of practical use in activation

analysis applications (Table 6)o

The advantages of pulsed over steady-state irradiation has been

demonstrated in experiments performed with a TRIGA Mark I pulsed reactor (41).

A simple analysis (40) shows that for a given irradiated isotope with mean

lifetime T, the ratio of the activity, A , obtained in a pulse (characterized

by a peak flux p and an effective burst width lt short compared to
P p

T ) to the saturated activity, A , obtained by steady-state irradiation

at flux level 0 , is given byg

A at
P

As T

Thus, for the case of the TRIGA experiments, assuming the proportion-

ality between the irradiation flux and reactor cower level to be the same

in the pulsed and steady-state situations, with X corresponding to

0.25 MW and 0 Lt corresponding to a typical pulse energy release of
p p

20 MW-sec 

~p. ,50
A T

Hence for the TRIGi Mark I, a ratio greater than 1 is obtained for isotopes

with mean lifetimes less than about 80 sec., the indicated dependence on

lifetime holding as long as the pulse width is short compared to T

(i.e., LX t 0.1 T).

Activation analysis involving delayed neutron emitters has been

developed in connection with the analysis of fissionable and other
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TABLE 6

Activation Enhancement by Pulsed Reactor Methods -

(250 kW TRIGA Mark I, 900 MW peak power pulses, 30 msec pulse widths)

Half- Calculated A
Reaction life Detection Limit- p

(sec) (pg) sat

160 (n,p) 16N 7.35 48 10

19F (n,y) 20F 11 0.12 5.2

''9 / o^ 19
-F (n,p) 90 29 2.2 2.8

23Na (n,p) 23 Ne 58 7.0 2.2

23Na (n,a) 20F 11 9.0 5.0

2 5 Mg (n,p) 2 5Na 60 2,1x10 2 2.7

34S (n7p) 34P 12.4 . 1.Ixl1 5 7.7

6Sc (n,y) 4 c 20 5x10- 4 3.6

75As (n,p) 75mGe 49 1.9x102 1.3

9Y (n,n') 89m 161 1x10 1 1.9

39Tb (n,2n) 158mTb 11 l1x103 8.8

198pt (n,y) 199mpt 14 2.2 5.1

197A (n,n') 197mAu 7.2 8.9x10- 3 9.2

Se (n,x) 7 7mSe C/ 17 2.0x10- 3 6.4

W (n,x) 18 3mWc/ 5.3 8o6x10-2 7.5

a/ See Reference (40).

b/ Detection limit defined as 1000 photopeak counts/min.

_J For these two elements, the observed activity is formed concurrently
by (n,^), (nn') and (n,2n) reactions.
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nuclides (42). The method is based on the counting of neutrons emitted in

fission or from delayed neutron precursors, the main advantage being that

the counting is not influenced by beta or gamma "background activities.

The method has been successfully applied in analysing for individual

fissionable nuclides (2 5u 235U, 23 w 2 3 2Th and ) and for deter-

mining the ratio of fissionable nuclides in mixtures by varying the thermal-

to-fast composition of the neutron spectrumi used for irradiation, Delayed

neutrons from N-17 have also been used for determining the 0 isotopic

content, using the 018 (t, a ) N17 reaction (43? 44, 45).

For such delayed neutron activation analyses with short-lived nuclides,

irradiation with pulsed reactors would permit increased sensitivity and

perhaps make possible studies with nuclides for which the sensitivity

obtained by steady-state reactor irradiation methods is at present too

low.

D. Double Neutron Capture Processes

If pulsed reactors appear to pose an advantage over steady-state

reactors in the production of certain short-lived nuclides by simple

neutron capture processes, a greater advantage might be expected in certain

cases where the production depends upon multiple capture, that is, where

the process might have a greater-than-linear power law dependence on the

neutron fluxo

An important example of this is that of double neutron capture, for

which the differential equations ares

dBI = VoCY - "C1 + 

dN2 = o N - ( + 1 )N
dt 11 2 222dt

where the symbols have their usual meaning and the subscripts O, 1, 2 refer

respectively to the target isotope, the intermediate radioactive isotope,

and the product radioactive isotope.
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Assuming i2(O) = 0 and neglecting burnup effects ( a>> )9 it is

readily shown that the' ratio of pulsed to steady-state saturated activations

is given approximately byg

-' 2_ _o2 1
A PT

A s 1T2

where n X and t have the same meanings as in the preceeding section,
p" s' p

and where = -1 and T2 = -l Thus, an enhanced activity of theIand where 1 - = a 2 2 

double capture product nuclide can be achieved by pulsing if the condition

(TT) -..1 2 S

is satisfied. Thus for the TRIGA Mark III, taking 16 -.IMr-sec for the pulse

energy and 1 Mifi for the steady-state power level, an advantage is gained for

the case where T T < 16 seco Good possibilities for double capture

studies are indicated when we compare a graphite-moderated IGR or TREAT type

pulsed reactor with a high flux reactor. Programmed operation of the IGR,
17for example, could yield an nvt of 10 to a sample, which, according to the

above analysis, would make this type of reactor more advantageous for some

cases than even the high flux (1015 nv) steady-state reactors.

E. Radiation Damage Effects

Investigation of radiation damage processes involves the study of complex

annealing effects. Time varying effects with relaxation times of the order

of seconds indicate the possibility of applying pulsed reactors for some

radiation damage studies, Work has been performed with a GODIVA-type reactor

to study radiation damage annealing effects in n-type germanium semiconductors

(46). Rate dependent phenomena in semiconductors at liquid nitrogen temperatures

have been investigated (47) the measured properties including conductivity,

Hall effect and carrier lifetime.

F. FisSion Physics

Fast, singly-pulsed reactors have been employed in some studies of the

fission process involving measurements of delayed neutron and delayed gamma

parameters (48, 49).
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Compared to the amount of information available on long-lived fission

product decay processes, relatively little is known about rapid-decay fission

product chains, In this connectio.n, singly-pulsed reactors would appear to

offer some possibilities for more extensive investigations of rapidly decaying

chains, since pulsed irradiations could yield high concentrations of short-lived

fission products while discriminating against production of long-lived isotopes.

Studies involving partial separation of the fission products could employ

the magnetic field methods used at the iMunich reactor facility (50, 51).

G. Antineutrino Production

The proposal (13) of S.M. Feinberg and Y.V. Shevelev for a very large

IGR-type reactor (Section IIoC) to be used to produce large numbers of

antineutrinos from fission fragments and neutron irradiation of high purity

Li7 for use in antineutrino-electron interaction cross-section studies is

of high potential interest, A huge reactor of the proposed type might also

be expected to find important application in several of the pulsed reactor

experiments mentioned above.

H. Time-of-fllht Experiments

Although singly-pulsed reactors would not seem to be well suited for

time-of-flight techniques, some applications in this field might be possible,

bat only with very slow neutrons and with very long flight paths (>100 lnm)

In such singly-pulsed time-of-flight measurements, since each spectrum

registration cycle is concerned with only one burst of neutrons, there is

consequently

(1) no overlapping between fast and cold ne.tr~n;

(2) a very low background. and

(3) an increased solid angle as compared with, that in conventional

time-of-flight measurements.

Further, since the singly-pulsed reactors with their high intensity bursts allow

in principle longer flight paths, increased resolution of the measured spectrum

can be expected. This could be of particular interest in cases where the

resonance region is involved, as, for example, for Pu water lattices.
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It would appear that the best suited reactors for such work are those of

the GODIVA type (50 psec burst width), but with higher repetition rate. In

this respect, a-n earlier reactor design called YFTC'R (52) could be of interests

it can indeed be considered as midway between the singly-pulsed and high-

frequency repetitively-pulsed systems as far as repetition frequency (1 pulse

per 16 sec) is concerned.

One special possibility for using singly-pulsed reactors for research of

this type is for production of extremely low--energy neutrons ( <10-7eTV)

which, for instance, could be used for investigation of hyperfine structure

effects.

I. Radiatio and Hot Atom C2emistry

It is well known that the passage of ionizing radiation through solid,

liquid or gaseous materials can excite molecules to higher electronic or

vibrational energy states of a transient nature.. The subsequent decay of

these transient species occurs by fluorescence, collision energy transfer, or

by molecular dissociation into ions and radicals, which can then react

chemically with other molecules to produce new ions and radicals. The

application of fast-reaction techniques to study thekinetics of such radiation-

induced chemical changes is a relatively new but very interesting approach to the

problem of understanding the basic reaction mechanisms involved. Such.

techniques (63) involve the production of single or repetitive pulses of

ionizing radiation, followed by direct observation of the time variation in

some physical parameters (optical absorption spectrum, electron spin resonance

absorption spectrum, electrical conductivity, light emission, etc.). The

production of fast pulses (fast compared to the half-life of the excited

species) can be accomplished by means of pulsed electron accelerators, for

example, or, of interest here, by pulsed reactors. Use of the latter type

of device could provide a significant advantage in permitting the production

of high concentrations of excited species, but account may have to be taken

of the fact that the pulsed field would, in general, be of mixed radiation.

The combination of pulsed reactor irradiation with low-temperature techniques

would also be of interest in studying possible temperature-dependent changes

in the lifetimes of excited species and in helping to reduce secondary effects.
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In the related field of hot atom chemistry, application of pulsed reactors

for reaction kinetic studies is of special interest. Hot atoms (atoms with

translational or electronic excitation energies far above those corresponding

to thermal equilibrium) are formed in nuclear transformations, as in the

(ny) reaction, where the emission of the gamma ray can impart sufficient

recoil energy to the transformed atom to rupture the molecular bonds.

Studies of the interactions between the hot atom and its surrounding as a

function of time after formation of the hot at-ms are important, and have

practical applications in the Sziliard-Ohalmers reaction, for examole, or in

polymerization chemistry. Por solids complex annealing and other secondary

(thermal and radiative) processes tend to complicate studies of the primary

interactions between the hot atoms, excited species and surrounding media,

especially if prolonged irradiations are involvedo In this case, the brief,

high dose-rate irradiations provided by pulsed reactors could be useful not

only for obtaining high concentrations of the excited species, but also in

helping to effect a partical separation in time between production of the hot

atoms and the subsequent annealing and other secondary effects that occur.

Additional advantage in the use of pulsed reactors may be found in hot atom

studies based on (n,p), (na), (n,2n) or other low cross-section reactions,

where use of steady-state reactors might ordinarily require relatively long

irradiation times with possible radiation damage of the target.
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iV. APPLICATIONS'OF .PPETITIVE-LY-PULSED REACTORS 

A. General

The extensive development of the '.rystn.al specltrometer ald'-pulsed monoenergeti

tiom3%f'f-ftightt. t-eb'hhi-Ues noit hn.tutoon pT c5 in ive'.t''ig ations tht't has

occurred during the past two decades is well known. Although the mechanical

and electronic equipment involved in time-of-flight experiments is in general

more complex than that used in the conventional crystal spectrometers, the

time-of-flight method 's s:'ii qu-ite---oftt'on used '-be'c'au~se of the'initri ic

flexibility provided by the possibility of measuring the neutron energy 'transfer

to the-scattering system in masny directions at the same time. For in'stance,

only in this'way can one'determine the scattering law S(KC), which provides all

the information about a scattering systemP 'in particular, about" scatterers

w.Plls-" ar- of interest as roderlaorsin reactors. Further, chopper systems and

rotating crystals are used at many research reactor facilities to produce 

pul.sed and monochromatic neutrons for a large variety of experiments, including

measurements of total cross-section and of inela-stic ,sca-tering of neutrons by

cpudensed matter.. Recently, too, Buras, and later Brugger, carried out neutron

diffraction measurements using the neutron time-of-flight technique. It can

bc, s'.?w.n that the two techniques in quest.lon are about equally good. as far as

intensity and energy resolution goi with the time-of-flight method perhaps supe.rio

to 'hie other when orne colnslde-s certain types of experimen.ts involving tlme-.

dependent effects (such as those involving samples subjected to periodically ?-

pulsed mechanical or magnetic, stresses), , 

For such types of experiments requiring pulses of neutrons,reactor power

is used for only about 1%-of the time. This extremely low efficiency led

scientists in the USSSR to consider the use of a repetitively-pulsed reactor

(IBR), in which the reactor is logically brought to power only during the short

time intervals actually used in time-of-flight experiments. The duty cycle of

a repetitively-pulsed reactor can be. adjusted to 10- 2 thereby matching the

normally required duty cycle in time-of-flight experiments. In addition to the

efficiency argument, the low background between successive pulses is..at

important consideration in many experiments requiring good signa:-to-background

ratio. The general que'stion of the advantages of,a repetitively-pulsed reactor
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relative to a steady-state high flux reactor or to a high power accelerator-

produced neutron source has been examined in detail (59). Some general

guidelines for judging the usefulness of pulsed reactors and for examining the

problem of the optimization of a neutron beam experiment can be obtained from

the concept of momentum space elements and time utilization factor as introduced

by Prof. Maier-Leibnitz. The important f-eastures of this concept are presented

in the Annex to this report.

B. Source Requirements for Neutron Scattering Experiments

For many beam tube experiments it is quite often desirable to use neutrons

in the energy range either above or below the thermal peak obtained in the usual

high flux research reactor, that is, in the energy regions where the flux per

unit energy is low. To overcome this difficulty a shifting of the thermal

spectrum to higher or lower energies is normally accomplished through the use

of hot (~ 1000 C) or cold (10-20 K) neutron moderators, respectively.

In the case of a pulsed fast reactor, an under-moderated neutron spectrum

plays a similar role as a hot source in a steady-state reactor. An under-

moderated spectrum can be obtained with Be or ZrH 2 in the reflector region of a

pulsed reactor, producing a high neutron flux per unit energy in the energy

region from thermal to some eV. With regard to cold neutrons from a pulsed

reactor, use of a cold neutron moderator is still required, as for steady-state

reactors. However, because of the low average power level of a pulsed reactor,

the operation and construction of a cold moderator facility for use with a

pulsed reactor is a somewhat easier problem than for a high flux reactor, as

well as being considerably less expensive.

Thus, with regard to neutron source requirements for pulsed reactor

experiments, the three most suitable neutron sources are (a) the cold neutron

source (T - 10-200 K), (b) the thermal-epithermal (0.025-1 eV) source, and (c)

the epithermal-fast source. Wvith a pulsed fast reactor, one can easily tailor

the neutron spectra to suit the needs of a given experiment.

C. Fields of Research

The flux characteristics of a repetitively-pulsed fast reactor such as

SORA (see Table 5) permit a strong emphasis on the use of subthermal and

thermal-epithermal neutrons. Consequently, much of the work at such a facility
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cai be. se-ected to be directed to solid state physics, and, to a lesser

c; ien't, to nLclear physics and engineering, and include experiments bearing on:

(1). Dispersioln'lvaw.is :'c, phonons and spin waTes in solids; 

(2) Phonon lifetime;

(3) Scattering 'aws, S(K, () )

(4) . Neuitroioe cif'rrac;.j.o'. with r!polarized and unpolarized neutrons;

(') Quas-^Jl ^'' sa i, ctering c i out.. -rons from osil-ators vrith

... lr.. _ifo'ui.,-no;

i(L) Frequ-lnc, J.i sZrib'it.tion of imujrilicL~. i in hojs latticetes

(7) FrWeque..:<S di.st.:i''v-t,'cn of adoeorbed atoms;

(8) 'lasitic and inlastlc sc3't tarng froil "biologi.cal systems'";

(9) Elastic and inalast.Lc srall angle scattering from irradiated"

reactor const-'uction materials,; radi.ation damage effects;

(10) Nuclear spectroscopy vi-th aligned niuceii and polarized neutrons;

(1I) .t Ne;-ut--r.- *crOss--;sctltons w-and

(12) PisSiori physics,

Th<3 a.bove Jist o.' possible research subjects gives an indication of the

e.1io.rIou' potenial of neutron spectromnetry methods. To date, cnl.y the surface

cf thsse subjects has bee-.: explor-ed, b..e main l]..tat;in t-o pcoceeding further

be1' g t'le inloufficient intensity of -the a. va.ilablneutton' source in the desired

reg.on. of the energ- spec.rum: o in -ihli,3 regard, the anbticipated developlmen't in

repc'-itivel.y--pulsed se-i andeco booster syrstems v:ill provide most important

beun 1i'-so

Othe,. intero-atiu: areas of research involving -imn-of-flight methods. are.

nl:iEo in the o-'ff:?lgu . \,te'a-al'. e- o fl nis as p..esenrted by Gt Caglio:t, is the

neiut ron spectroscopy c.f molecular nmoas in co-ndensed media,. for vhi.ch study an

epit=herlnal--fast neur'onl sour-.e -- wrulo be requiLed. The study of the differenc.ial

acette-risng cross--soection for enr-.gy -. nd wava vector exchange betwreen the

implginging n-utr.on and i;he in-ternal mo-teculaI modes of a cond.nsod system is
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important in permitting the ascertaining of the individuality of the molecular

modes in the condensed system (60), In principle, a molecule, say, within a

liquid, has normal modes of vibration, the characteristics (i.e. frequency and

line width) of which are affected by the surroundings. This may occur even if

the average internuclear distances of the molecules within the liquid are not

strongly different from those in the gaseous phase. In similar studies per-

formed with optical radiation it is not possible to exchange momentum as well

as energy, since the momentum of the electromagnetic radiation in the infra-

red region is always very small compared to the momentum associated with

elementary excitations inside condensed systems, With neutrons, however,

changes of energy can be accompanied by large momentum transfers. It is

possible that studies of normal mode frequency dependence on momentum transfer

will lead to a definition, a kind of optic branch, the analysis of which could

be useful for establishing how the possible correlations among atoms in

different molecules may affect the interactions, characteristic of the gaseous

phase, among atoms in the same molecule. This kind of information seems, in

general, much less accessible via optical spectroscopy.

So far, mainly as a consequence of the low temperatures associated with

the neutron spectra of research reactors, the energies of the neutrons

impinging on the target have been confined to values generally less than 0.1 eV.

These values are generally smaller than the energies -ht associated with the

internal normal modes of vibration in molecules, so that, for impinging neutrons

of low energy, a neutron spectroscopic study of these modes would necessarily

imply neutron energy gain as a result of the scattering process. However, for

the very reason tnat tc0->kT (where k is the Boltzmann constant and T the target

temperature) the population of the molecular modes at any reasonable working

temperature is so weak that the corresponding processes of neutron energy gain

by the modes become very improbable. One must then take recourse to neutron

energy loss experiments, providing, first of all, the impinging neutrons with

enough energy to make them able to lose it. It has been experimentally found (61)

that ordinary steady-state thermal reactors generate epithermal neutron fluxes

which are adequate for molecular mode spectroscopy through energy loss experi-

ments, if attention is only focussed on internal modes of the lowest energy

available in nature.
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Repetitively-pulsed fast reactors provided with undermoderated I-tlermdl

neutron sources also seem extremely advantageous in neutron diffraction experi-

ments where large momentum transfers are involved. These experiments can be

very interesting for investigations of atomic densities at short distances in

liquids or amorphous solids and for determinations of structure factors in

liquids unaffected by the implications of the static approximation (62).

D. New Possibilities in Time-of--light Experiments

Considerations based on the method outlined in the Annex indicate that

powder and single crystal diffraction experiments are suitable applications for

repetitively-pulsed reactors of the IBR and SORA types. The resolution required

in such experiments is provided by the small momentum space elements characteris-

tic of the pulsed reactor. Powder diffraction experiments were suggested

independently by Egelstaff (65) and Buras, et al. (64), the latter group also-

having performed experimental work using choppers and the IBR reactor at DUBNA.

This technique could be of particular interest in investigations of materials

subjected to periodically varying strong magnetic fields or mechanical stresses.

An interesting suggestion made by H. Maier-Leibnitz is that of inelastic

scattering experiments from single crystals. The experimental set-up and

associated momentum space diagram are shown in Fig. 1. As indicated in the

figure the scattered radiation from the sample is analysed by a series of

single crystals, in which the detector for each crystal measures the number of

neutrons having k. values preselected in magnitude and direction relative to T.

Since high energy and angular resolutions are required in this experiment,

the small momentum space volumes given by the use of pulsed fast reactors

would appear to make such devices quite suitable for such application. This

method of constant direction should be competitive with the constant Q method

because several detectors may be used at the same time.
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V. CON'SIDTE.RATIONS -iT TH' CONV7RSION 'OF AN EXISTING R.ACTOR FACILITY TO
PUILSECD OPIRATION

It ;.s apparent from the above rev-ew of various pulsed reactor applic-ati.rons

that a broad variety of experimentt i studj.e,. can be advantageously under ak'e.

using pulsaed reactor methods. The types of experimr.entoi lsted, especially

those pertaining to studies of trlns:ent effects., are indi.icat1iv, of a rich.

field of research' prrselit y in a relat ve.ly eaily s , ;ag of eexplo-i ttion., T.he

oomn-oc.ra tzvely small nu.mbr o,' pulred r e-'paroiL :r'5ct( rs rult "to dte ircl.ue

a nur.ber of specil purposec faci.llti. P (TRFE.AT, IGR,. ,ODTAy '.cI, cLC) as ,-.11

as -t.h more geria-i. pu.-pu' e iecarcTl rr .c':.u~.;., suo i s tlJ F.tlL*S'A1AR anid !_t-

dosen or. so TKiJIGA pul. secd reac-lor$s bthe .tatt ;i 'n:c _ yps o e:;-njL of' -the .i jp

openi tank ' arie Ty wi -uh dual !;teady -s ;:atc arn, p. sed opesraa gzcn capability o Th

possibiiity of conuverting an ex'sting resear ch reaotoi :fcility t)o ern';t

pulsed operation is of inte.cest inr allowCing a fuller ut.lization o' the

'facility, and the -anel] discussed the question of such a convers:lon for t;h

case -here only minor modlificationiis to the :facility ov.uld bT .nvolveda The

pool-type researcOh reactor facility would appeal to e a t-ype l-ir ro L--, lj.vcl

eaay conversion to a siing]y-pulsed system shou.d be po'csi ole

in principle, the typical swimming-pool research reactor can be pulsed

wizhout anj essential hardware modification, oxcept for the addticon of a

.pu]se-in-ltia tgg mcohainls, ( such a a rapid-ejection ab c rt or rod) and the

nin" usio' of appropriate traisient ins'rument aton for mioni boring purpose -,

Thus, foQr the a.se of the typical H 0-moderated, U-A!-:?ueled_. plate-type core,

to, pe.rfo:rnance of self-nmiiting transient 'pe'-.imentse aith peiiods down to

per-c.haps 10 rmsec would a ppear to be. feaseib , on the basiJ.s of lh o numero.us i- ct

m'-ee at Sport on a vai.eecy of s uch re. act.ors. Tnc actual feasibility o-' do ng

such test.s ann d the min:.'la 1 p.rdod liii:Ltai. on s %'. be ' mpc .. cou. d, of coI' 'u o

d:p-nci on. the .results of the. safety i.na.lys-. s mnade for each part-.cular re.acitor.

V,,hile t.ne conversion of a. p late-ty co:e to puls': opera .io-'i might b'

erpected to' be relatively simple and perse b-ps adequa'co foz c;rtain pulsed

re'ator experim6nt s, the sor:-nhat timited pulsing capa'.ili ; y th't ne can

exmp-c,, to 6btain f from present-day plate cores is a factor- in considering

"wherher the conversi'.on should not iita lu do a change t a.other fuel type e on'
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that could provide substantially better pulse characteristics (i.e. shorter

periods and narrower pulses, higher peak powers and energy releases).

Experience gained to date with the SPERT and PULSTAR oxide cores and with a

number of the TRIGA pulsing reactors indicates that substitution of the plate-

type by a rod-type element fuelled with UO 2 or UZrE would provide a signifi-

cantly better driver core for a pool-type pulsed facility. At the same time,

considerations of the immediate programme objectives, available kinetic

testing experience, finances, and other factors, may indicate the expediency

of employing the existing plate core for pulsing operation, which would serve

as an intermediate step to a later changeover to a higher-performance pulsed

reactor.

In general, it is clear that consideration of the possible conversion of

an existing pool-type facility to permit pulsing will be largely dictated by

the objectives of the research programme, from the point of view of both

motivation and type of conversion to be accomplished. Other factors entering

to influence the possibility of conversion include safety, state of the art,

experience gained elsewhere with similar pulsed reactors, economics, and the

nature of the support facilities at the laboratory.

The design problems involved in converting to pulsed operation primarily

concern selection of fuel element type, core design, pulse-initiating

mechanism, reactor control instrumentation, and transient instrumentation.

Experience obtained with the TRIGA-type UZrH fuel element and with rod-

type UO 2 element indicates the ability of these two types to operate over a

fairly wide range of transient conditions. In addition, both types permit,

to different degrees, steady-state operation at relatively high power density

levels - an important consideration in attempting to provide for a dual

steady-state and pulsing operation capability for the reactor facility. The

inherent shutdown mechanisms in both types of fuel are known and the dependence

of the shutdown coefficients on the core parameters is rather well understood.

FTith regard to the ability of the fuel in a pulsed reactor to withstand the

effects of the transient, this will be dependent on the energy released in the

pulse (as determined by the dynamic response of the reactor to a given

reactivity injection), on the thermal characteristics of the fuel (i.e. tempera-

ture limitations), and on the nature of the cladding. With the TRIGA
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or UcO2-fuelled reactors, transient pressure formation does not pose any 

problem as long as fifel cladding integrity is not violated. Another factor

oeltering into the ':election of ha particular fuel element design for conversion

may entail the desirability of making the design compatible with the existing

grid structure 

In addition to the steady--state power level specifications, the core

design w11i be strongly influenced by the desired kinetic behaviour, involving,

n.*'prtilcular, the parameters of reduced prompt neutron lifetime and shutdown

coe.fficientE The questions of an adequate experimental test space, its size,

vr.iether in--pile or e'xernal3 the required flux density figure-of-merit, etc.

will also have a strong bearing on the geometric configuration selected for

the core..

The effective stepwise insertion of reactivity required to initiate the

power pulse can be accomplished by a rapid ejection of an absorber rod from the

core. This is usually done using high pressure gas on a pneumatic piston drive

to provide high initial accelerations for the rod. By such means, ejection times

of 80 msec have been obtained for transient rod travels of about 2 ft. Designs

foi: uch systems using standard components are well known, and the experience

ihl. 'been good. 

instrumentation to monitor transient reactor power will normally include

several neutron detectors located at various distances from the core, such

than their overlapping detection efficiencies can provide full power coverage

(with some duplication) over a dtnamnc range of perhaps 12 decades. Neutron

detector signals can be amplified and transmitted for recording on high-speed

recording oscillographs or on magnetic tape, The requirements for accurate

ieasurement of the magnitude and rate of change of power during a transient are

important in providing knowledge of the reactor period, burst shape, and

reergy release in the excursion. In the conversion to transient operation,

steady-state monitoring instrumentation will still be required, and generally

the two systems - steady-state and transient - will be interlocked to meet the

necessary operational and safety requirements. Additional transient instrumenta-

tion for experimental measurements of temperature, pressure, flow, displacement,

strain, or other variables will also be neededo For recording some of these
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experimental data, the extra chennels available on the high-speed oscillograph

used for recording power data can be used. Extensive data-collecting and data-

processing equipment may be required for some experiments, depending on the

types of signals and number of data channels involved.

It should be recognized that operation in the pulsed mode will require

additional operator training. The operators must become familiar with the

characteristics of the power transients, the various factors affecting the

transients, and the diagnosis of the dynamic behaviour of the core. Further,

one would expect that operation in the transient mode will involve a somewhat

more detailed supervision than that usually required for steady-state reactor

operation.

Conversion costs may be expected to be relatively unimportant compared with

the initial construction costs of the reactor facility. This is especially

true if replacement of the fuel ccincides with the end of the useful life of

the existing core. The cost of modification for transient operation can

generally be compared with the cost for a reasonably advanced experiment at a

research reactor facility, and is perhaps roughly comparable to the cost as

replacing the fuel.

To date, actual experience with conversion is limited. The pool reactor

at the State University in Buffalo, USA, has accomplished conversion to an

oxide core and the test programme is now well under wayo In addition, the pool

reactor at Pennsylvania State University in the USA has been converted to a

U-ZrH-fuelled core, and some five similar conversions are also contemplated in

the USA. Both the Buffalo and Pennsylvania State University reactors can be

operated in the steady-state or pulsed modes.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

It is believed that the discussions of the Panel have been useful, in that

they have provided a systematic survey of the several areas of application of

the various types of pulsed reactors, and have pointed out the wide diversity

of such applications. Indeed, this diversity is sufficiently large that the

Panel was not able to explore in depth all pertinent potential fields of

research. In terms of this potential, there is only a relatively small number

of research reactors capable of singly-pulsed operation and only one existing

reactivity-modulated repetitive-type system. It was the consensus of the Panel

that the scope and importance of the research areas for which the unique

capabilities of pulsed reactors are either needed. or helpful imply that profit-

able utilization can be made of a number of additional pulsed research reactor

facilities. The Panel also recognized that, because of the diversity of the

reactor types and possible experimental programmes, its discussions and con-

clusions were necessarily somewhat general and diffuse, WVhile these discussions

did serve the useful purpose of achieving an overall survey of the available

pulsed reactor types and their areas of applications, it was the recommendation

of the Panel that future discussions in this field be primarily addressed. to

specific fields of application associated with given reactor types. Thus, for

example, detailed discussions of the time-of-flight field of research

associated with repetitively-pulsed systems would be very fruitful,

In the case of the relatively simple reactors., in which self-limiting

power excursions are generated by rapid reactivity additions and which are thus

basically singly-pulsed machines, a number of achievable research applications

were briefly mentioned in the discussions of the Panel. Such reactors can

provide useful irradiation facilities for studies of transient physical

phenomena involving radiation or thermal effects, of short-lived radioactive

processes, of radiation damage involving non-linear or rate effects, of the

effects of radiation bursts on solid-state electronic components, for studies

in some areas of radiation chemistry, etc. The recent suggestion of the use of

a large pulsed reactor for neutrino production, and the suggestion at this. Panel

that pulsed reactors might prove interesting as a source of extremely cold

neutrons, are examples of future possible areas of work which could be of interest
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In the field of reactor safety, there are many problem areas which require

extensive research and development effort. These problems range from the more

basic ones, such as transient heat transfer, void formation, strain rate effects,

and fuel-coolant chemical reaction rates, to studies of fuel damage effects and

fission product release using prototype samples. Reactors which can provide

pulses of high energy density to instrumented samples or sub-assemblies are

valuable, and in some cases essential tools for carrying out such reactor

safety studies. The CABRI reactor, the various SPURT reactors (including the

planned PBF), the fast burst GODIVA-type reactors, as well as the TRIGA, K3WB

and TREAT reactors, have all provided examples of such utility. Although the

bulk of the work in the field of reactor safety research and development will

undoubtedly continue to be done in the large integrated programmes of those

countries having extensive power reactor development programmes, the Panel

emphasized that much useful research work could also be carried on in smaller

research centres. This is particularly so in the important field of transient

heat transfer and related coolant void formation, Small research reactors with

pulsing capability provide unique facilities for such transient studies. To be

most effective, however, such programmes should be planned in close co-operation

with, and with current knowledge of, the status of work in the larger programmes.

The Agency could serve a useful function in encouraging such work and in provid-

ing a focal point for exchange of information on transient heat transfer data

and on reactor safety information in general,

The feasibility of converting existing small research reactors (particu-

larly of the pool type) at low incremental cost offers an opportunity to

substantially increase the potential utilization of such reactors by providing

for programmes such as those mentioned above. It is the consensus of the Panel

that several such conversions should be encouraged in order to provide availa-

bility of a pulsed research reactor in each major region of the world. At the

same time it is realized that proper utilization of such a facility would

require the services of a substantial professional staff representing various

disciplines. Thus, to promote good utilization, it would appear appropriate to

encourage joint use of a few such converted facilities rather than widespread

conversion of existing research facilities. The Panel believes that the Agency

can play an important role in co-ordinating and sponsoring such Joint use of

pulsed reactors and in encouraging their utilization in the areas of research

mentioned above.
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In the field of neutron spectrometry, reactors which make use of reactivity-

varying mechanical devices and/or bursts from accelerators to produce repetitive

power pulses are of 'most interest. The Panel believes that such reactors, as

represented by the IBR and the various studies made of accelerator booster

systems, show definite promise for use in neutron spectrometry, and may in the

future be of equal importance with high-flux steady-state reactors in such

applications. To date, the only reactivity-modulated, repetitively-pulsed system

in operation has been that of the IBR, It is felt that the construction of a

second such facility of advanced design would constitute a very important step

forward in developing promising fields of research in neutron spectr-omet:ry,

Although such pulsed systems are recognized to be, for certain classes. of

experiments, of less versatility than the high-flux machines, they can provide

distinct advantages. It is particularly important in this regard that in the

design of such reactors the needs of the user be kept clearly in mind, The

Panel believes that the experience gained with IBR and with the design of SORA

are indicative of a definite trend toward utilization of pulsed reactors and.

reactor-accelerator combinations in neutron spectrometry, and that'-the IAEA may

usefully serve its Member States by promoting prompt and frequent exchange of

information in this field. It is noted, for example, that the method described

in this report for comparative evaluation of the usefulness of pulsed reactors

and high-flux steady-state reactors has not been widely published or discussed

and that the discussion of it at this .Panel may have contributed significantly

to information exchange.

It is the. hope of the Panel that the survey it has compiled of pulsed

reactor types and of potential applications thereof will prove useful to the

Agency. The Panel recommends that the Agency give consideration to the areas

of information exchange noted above and that wherever feasible it suppor'

joint research projects designed to provide optimum utilization of regional

research centres, whiQh, in our judgement, will be particularly advantageous

with regard to the utilization of pulsed reactors,
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ANNEX I

A method for comparing the merits of repetitively-pulsed reactors
and very high flux reactors for time-of-flight experiments

The important question concerning the relative merits of repetitively-

pulsed and steady-state reactors as neutron sources for optimized beam tube

time-of-flight experiments can be treated in a general way using the concepts

of momentum space and time utilization factorso Such a method has been proposed

by Profo Maier-Leibnitz and a summary of the method is presented in the following

paragraphs,

In any neutron beam experiment the intensity, Id at a detector (see

Fig. I-l) is given by:

d 10 .- FT No O. d d a d Id(n/sec) =ioo)d ¢ d ° f °T ° d d 1
4T1 d 1dE

where

2 o k
d .a = 1 S(t,w) = differential scattering cross-section;

d.2dE 4Th k
o

0 (E)dE/4n = surface brightness for dEs

f = factor for losses in brightness between the
reactor flux source and the target by absorbers
or crystals;

f1 = factor for losses between the target and the
letector;.

FT = target area;

Jd 0 = solid angle between source and target;
O

d.l = solid angle between detector and target;

N = atomic density of target nuclei; and

d = thickness of target
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Fig. I-1. Schematic diagram for neutron beam experiment.
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Fig I-2 Neutron beam experiment in momentum space.
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By means of the following transformations

;_k0 iK.s
d = x y

0

2

o

-2

1i 0 Z

-- k dk
m 1 z

one can derive the following expression for the intensity in momentum space

co-ordinates (see Figo I-2)

I,(n/sec) = A. of FT N o d o S(kw) f o dV ° dV, ft
o I t

where

A = f2e
[ r 2 k 2 /2mkBT ]

-- 0' -m

8n2m k4
T

dV = dk° dk° dk°
o x y z

dV, = dk1
1 x

dk 1 dk1
y z

f = time utilization factor
t
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We can now compare any static or time-of-flight experiment with identical

conditions concerning angular and energy resolution (that is, related to

volumes V0 and V1 in momentum space) by introducing a time utilization factor

fto The time utilization factor is the ratio of the useful measuring time to

the period T,

n/ t
t - T

where Lt is the channel width of the time analyser and m is the number of

channels containing information, By choosing an optimum path length, the

factor ft can be brought close to one. The optimum path length to be chosen

for a neutron with average velocity is given by

-TL T
opt 2 n

For this path length, one avoids problems as frame overlap and time

intervals where no neutrons arrive at the detector, and therefore ft is

optimized = ft opt

Furthermore, this method permits shaping the momentum volumes for maximum

intensity without impairing resolution, For instance, if one can accept low

energy resolution, the flight path may be shortened with respect to Lopt for

instance to L pt/2 In this case, the volume element V increases by a factor
3, 0 opt 0 0

of 2 , due to the increased solid angle and reduced velocity resolution of the

shorter flight patho With a fixed pulse repetition rate, the time utilization

factor decreases by a factor of 2, so that the overall increase of intensity

is only 23/2 or 40 For a steady-state reactor, the increase would be a factor

of 8, since the repetition time could also be reduced by a factor 2 and therefore

one could again optimize fto

With the ft value optimized, one has also fixed the useful momentum space

element V 0 For neutrons of energy I = 80 meV, one gets a flight path of
4 metres The condtons are gven n F I-

Lopt = 40 metres0 The conditions are given in Fig0 I-3o
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Fig I-3.
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where

10 - 1a = -10 = 2.5 x 10- 3 Lk = o k k = 15 x 0-2A - 1

4000 x y o

L-ts -ts 80 x 10 -2 -ts k -2 -1
= = = 8 x 10o Lk = t- k = 408 x 10 A

t T 1 0o01 ' z T 1 o

If the experiments require momentum space elements with k = Lk = 0.02A -

X y
that is a little more than in the case of the optimized flight path for

80 meV neutrons, one can use the neutron guide tubes. For a Ni surface, the

angle for total reflection is given bys

0Y01 (k in A 1 y in radians)
k o

For the elements in momentum space we get therefore:

-k = Lk = 2yk = 002 A- 1

x y o

ithin the angle 2y the maximum energy resolution can be obtained by

prolongation of the flight path beyond the optimized path length, without

practically losing anything of the full luminosity of the neutron source.

It will be quite possible to use neutron guide tubes for neutrons up to

80 .eV or even higher; they are not only for sub-thermal neutrons, as they

have been used so far. Whenever neutron guide tubes can be used, the pulsed

reactors of the IBR or SORA type will always be betters at least within the

limits of the ratio of pulsed reactor flux to steady-state reactor fluxo

For white radiation experiments, the different situations described above

can be "visualized" in momentum space as indicated in Figo I-4o
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1) Lopt, topt

2) L = Lopt

t t opt

3) L = Lt

t t opt

NEUTRON GUIDE TUBE

Fig. I-4
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